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I. Introduction  

This overview of the Regional Open Circuit (ROC), Regional Junior Cadet Circuit 

(RJCC), Regional Youth Circuit (RYC) and Super Youth Circuit (SYC) bid packet is 

designed to provide guidance to persons who desire to host these tournaments.  It is not 

meant to be an Operations Manual. Potential hosts are required to thoroughly read the 

applicable SYC/ROC/ RJCC/RYC Guidelines Manuals and the USA FENCING Athlete 

Handbook. 

A. REGIONAL OPEN CIRCUIT 

The Regional Open Circuit (ROC), sanctioned by USA Fencing and overseen by 

the Tournament Committee(TC), is intended to provide strong competitive 

opportunities for fencers seeking to begin the transition from competing 

principally in local, divisional and regional competitions to competing at the 

national level by earning regional ranking points towards qualification.  

Organizers seeking to receive designation of a tournament as part of the ROC 

should be prepared to provide a tournament having, to the extent desirable, the 

feel of a North American Cup (NAC) tournament, in order for fencers to become 

familiar with the operational mechanics they will encounter at a NAC.  ROC 

events are held in Division I-A, Division II and Veteran categories. A designated 

tournament may consist of one or more of these categories in both Men’s and 

Women’s events in each of the three weapons, and may also incorporate (with 

the approval of the appropriate oversight group) other additional competitive 

RJCC, RYC, non-regional individual events or team categories. Organizers with 

a minimum of 3 (three) years hosting a successful ROC, may request a 2 (two) 

year approval for their ROC tournament. 

Capping of events within any published registration deadline is not allowed. 

Entry into ROC tournaments is open to any fencer who meets the eligibility and 

membership requirements. All participants, regardless of home region, may earn 

regional ranking points towards qualification at ROCs.   

ROC events function as qualifiers to the National Championships Division I-A, 

Division II, Division III and Veteran Categories, and may qualify fencers to other 

events, depending upon classification and status. ROC Regional points can be 

earned by attending any ROC in the US.  The USA Fencing Athlete Handbook 

contains detailed information on qualifying pathways and should be consulted as 

the appropriate reference document. 

B. REGIONAL JUNIOR CADET CIRCUIT (RJCC), REGIONAL JUNIOR 

             CIRCUIT (RJC) or REGIONAL CADET CIRCUIT (RCC) 

The Regional Junior/Cadet Circuit (RJCC), sanctioned by USA Fencing and 

overseen by the Regional Coordinators (RC), Tournament Committee and  

Regional Manager, is intended to provide strong competitive opportunities for 
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fencers seeking to begin the transition from competing principally in local, 

divisional and regional competitions to competing at the national level by earning 

regional ranking points towards qualification.  Organizers seeking to receive 

designation of a tournament as part of the RJCC should be prepared to provide a 

tournament having, to the extent desirable, the feel of a North American Cup 

(NAC) tournament, in order for fencers to become familiar with the operational 

mechanics they will encounter at a NAC.  RJCC events are held in Junior and 

Cadet Categories. A designated tournament may consist of one or more of these 

categories in both Men’s and Women’s events in each of the three weapons, and 

may also incorporate (with the approval of the appropriate oversight group) other 

additional competitive ROC, RYC, non-regional individual events or team 

categories. A Regional Cadet Circuit (RCC) may be combined with an SYC upon 

approval from the relevant oversight group if there is found to be a regional need 

for such a combination. Regional Junior Circuit (RJC) may not be combined with 

an SYC. 

Capping of events within any published registration deadline is not allowed. 

Entry into RJCC tournaments is open to any fencer who meets the eligibility and 

membership requirements.  Although participation in RJCC tournaments is not 

restricted by region, only athletes who reside in the region in which the RJCC is 

held will earn Regional Ranking Points toward qualification and recognition. See 

the Regional Points / Regional Qualification and Regional Recognition Program 

Document on the USA Fencing website for details as to the awarding of Regional 

Ranking points at RJCCs.  

http://assets.ngin.com/attachments/document/0071/8330/Regional_Recognition_I

nitiative_Information_Document_2015-2016_-3.9.15.pdf.   

 RJCC events function as qualifiers to the Junior Olympic Fencing 

Championships and July Challenge in the Junior and Cadet categories. Athletes 

can fence in any RJCC competition but RJCC Regional Points can only be 

earned in their own Region. 

 The USA Fencing Athlete Handbook contains detailed information on qualifying 

pathways and should be consulted as the appropriate reference document. 

C. REGIONAL YOUTH CIRCUIT 

The Regional Youth Circuit (RYC), sanctioned by USA Fencing and overseen by 

the Regional Coordinators, Regional Manager and Youth Development 

Committee (YDC), is intended to provide competitive opportunities for young 

athletes seeking to begin the transition from competing principally in local, 

divisional or regional competitions to competing at the national level by earning 

regional ranking points towards qualification. A principle goal of USA Fencing 

and the Youth Development Committee is to showcase the sport of fencing at the 

youth level in different regions of the country, providing athletes with a 

http://assets.ngin.com/attachments/document/0071/8330/Regional_Recognition_Initiative_Information_Document_2015-2016_-3.9.15.pdf
http://assets.ngin.com/attachments/document/0071/8330/Regional_Recognition_Initiative_Information_Document_2015-2016_-3.9.15.pdf
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developmentally appropriate level of competition while considering travel time 

and expenses for fencers and their families. Organizers seeking to receive 

designation of a tournament as part of the RYC should be prepared to provide a 

tournament having, to the extent desirable, the feel of a Super Youth Circuit 

(SYC) or North American Cup (NAC) tournament, in order for fencers to 

become familiar with the operational mechanics they will encounter at an SYC or 

NAC.  RYC events are held in the Y14, Y12 and Y10 age categories. A 

designated tournament may consist of all three of these age categories in both 

Men’s and Women’s events in one or more of the three weapons, and may also 

incorporate (with the approval of the appropriate oversight group) other 

additional competitive ROC, RJCC, non-regional individual events or team 

categories. 

Capping of events within any published registration deadline is not allowed. 

Entry into RYC tournaments is open to any fencer who meets the eligibility and 

membership requirements.  Although participation in RYC tournaments is not 

restricted by region, only athletes who reside in the region in which the RYC 

is held will earn Regional Ranking Points toward qualification and 

recognition. See the Regional Points / Regional Qualification And  Regional 

Recognition Program Document on the USA Fencing website for details as to the 

awarding of Regional Ranking points at RYCs.  

http://assets.ngin.com/attachments/document/0071/8330/Regional_Recognition_I

nitiative_Information_Document_2015-2016_-3.9.15.pdf.  

RYC events function as qualifiers to specific age-restricted North American Cups 

(for Y10 and Y12) and Summer National Championships.  

The USA Fencing Athlete Handbook contains detailed information on qualifying 

pathways and should be consulted as the appropriate reference document. 

D. SUPER YOUTH CIRCUIT 

The Super Youth Circuit (SYC), sanctioned by USA Fencing and overseen by 

the Youth Development Committee is a group of tournaments held throughout 

the country for fencers in the Y14, Y12 and Y10 age categories in all six 

weapons. These tournaments provide an opportunity for young athletes to 

experience elite competition, earn national ranking points and prepare for future 

national events.  A principle goal of USA Fencing and the Youth Development 

Committee is to showcase the sport of fencing at the youth level in different 

regions of the country, providing athletes with a developmentally appropriate 

level of competition while considering travel time and expenses for fencers and 

their families. A designated SYC will consist of all three age classifications in 

both Men’s and Women’s events in each of the three weapons.  After a bidder 

has already organized at least 2 successful independent SYC tournaments, an 

SYC may also incorporate (with the approval of the appropriate oversight group 

http://assets.ngin.com/attachments/document/0071/8330/Regional_Recognition_Initiative_Information_Document_2015-2016_-3.9.15.pdf
http://assets.ngin.com/attachments/document/0071/8330/Regional_Recognition_Initiative_Information_Document_2015-2016_-3.9.15.pdf
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following full disclosure in the original bid) other additional competitive 

categories (RCC, Cadet non-regional or team only). Organizers with a minimum 

of 3 (three) years hosting a successful SYC, may request a 2 (two) year approval 

for their SYC tournament.  Regional Cadet Circuit (RCC) may be combined with 

an SYC upon approval from the relevant oversight group if there is found to be a 

regional need for such a combination. Regional Junior Circuit (RJC) may not be 

combined with an SYC. Outside of the Y10, Y12, Y14 and Regional Cadet 

(RCC) scope, additional events are not considered for qualification or 

national/regional points. Consideration for additional events integrated into an 

SYC tournament will require organizers to submit with the original bid further 

information including a strip management plan to illustrate full capability to run 

the tournament without any compromise in the required delivery of services for 

an SYC tournament. The organizer must also have an exceptional chair for their 

Bout Committee identified from a list which can be provided by the Tournament 

Committee (tc@usfencing.org ).    

SYC events function as qualifiers to specific age-restricted North American Cups 

(Y10/Y12) and National Championships (Y10/12/14), depending upon 

classification and status. Capping of events within any registration deadline is not 

allowed.  Entry into SYC tournaments is open to any fencer who meets the 

eligibility and membership requirements. At SYCs all participants, regardless 

of home region, may earn National Rolling Points towards qualification to 

the Summer National Championships. The USA Fencing Athlete Handbook 

contains detailed information on qualifying pathways and should be consulted as 

the appropriate reference document. 

E. PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

USA Fencing will accept bids from any Affiliate or Member Club, Division, City, or 

Sports Commission interested in hosting an ROC, RJCC, RYC or SYC. The bid must 

provide facilities, commit services, and supply personnel to make a tournament 

successful for the participants and USA Fencing. The bid process will be managed by the 

relevant Committees (Tournament Committee and Youth Development Committee), 

Regional Coordinators (RJCC/RYC) and the final selection overseen by the Regional 

Manager at the National Office. Combined bids (for ex: ROC/RJCC or RYC/ROC) will 

go through the TC or YDC, with consultation from the RC as needed and then to the 

Regional Manager. 

Acceptance of a bid shall result in formation of a binding contract between the Host and 

USA Fencing to conduct the tournament, and to do so in accordance with the appropriate 

published guidelines.  Hosts may be required to execute a written contract containing 

more detailed terms than the guidelines set forth herein, and refusal to do so may result in 

revocation of the award of ROC, RJCC, RYC or SYC status.  Whether or not a 

subsequent written contract is required, except in the most exceptional of circumstances, 

cancellation of an awarded ROC, RJCC, RYC or SYC will result in substantial penalties, 

mailto:tc@usfencing.org
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including, but not limited to, reimbursement of fees and otherwise nonrefundable 

expenses paid by registered fencers at the time of cancellation; additionally, failure to 

provide adequate financial responsibility in this regard may constitute grounds for 

disciplinary action by USA Fencing.  Submission of a bid indicates understanding and 

acceptance of this condition.   

1. SEASON.  This document refers to the “Season,” which shall mean the 

2016-2017 USA Fencing season unless otherwise noted*.  All ROC, RJCC, RYC 

and SYC tournaments should be completed no later than the first weekend of 

May.  

2. REGIONS. Six Regions are designated along established geographical 

boundaries and delineated here.  

 

3. NUMBER OF EVENTS DESIGNATED 

a) Regional Open Circuit 

(1) Ordinarily, at least two Division I-A ROCs may be 

approved for hosts in each Region. 

(2) Ordinarily, at least one Division II ROC may be 

approved for hosting in each Region. 

(3) Ordinarily, one Veteran ROC tournament may be 

approved for hosting in each Region  

(4) If fewer acceptable bids are received than would 

ordinarily be allocated to a given Region, the Tournament 

Committee will first give unsuccessful prospective hosts from 

that Region the opportunity to amend their bids to address any 

deficiencies noted.  If, after considering the amended bids, there 

are still fewer acceptable bids, the TC may accept bids from a 
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neighboring region, taking geographic considerations into 

account where possible. 

(5) Additional ROC Tournaments may be approved by the 

relevant oversight group(s), taking into consideration 

competitive fencing population density, other regional and local 

qualifying and/or competitive opportunities, the number of 

appropriate bids received, and any additional factors deemed 

relevant by the TC, subject to limitations imposed by the Board 

of Directors. 

b) Regional Junior Cadet Circuit 

(1) Ordinarily, at least two Regional Junior Circuits may be 

approved for hosts in each Region. 

(2) Ordinarily, at least two Regional Cadet Circuits may be 

approved for hosting in each Region. 

(3) If fewer acceptable bids are received than would 

ordinarily be allocated to a given Region, the relevant oversight 

group(s) will first give unsuccessful prospective hosts from that 

Region the opportunity to amend their bids to address any 

deficiencies noted.  If, after considering the amended bids, there 

are still fewer acceptable bids, bidding may be opened in a 

specified region or bid accepted from a neighboring region, 

taking geographic considerations into account where possible. 

(4) Additional RJCC, RJC or RCC Tournaments may be 

approved by the relevant oversight group(s), taking into 

consideration competitive fencing population density, other 

regional and local qualifying and/or competitive opportunities, 

the number of appropriate bids received, and any additional 

factors deemed relevant, subject to limitations imposed by the 

Board of Directors. 

c) Regional Youth Circuit 

(1) Ordinarily, at least five Regional Youth Circuits may be 

approved for hosts in each Region 

(2) If fewer acceptable bids are received than would 

ordinarily be allocated to a given Region, the relevant oversight 

group(s) will first give unsuccessful prospective hosts from that 

Region the opportunity to amend their bids to address any 

deficiencies noted.  If, after considering the amended bids, there 

are still fewer acceptable bids, bidding may be opened in a 
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specified region, taking geographic considerations into account 

where possible. 

(3) Additional RYC Tournaments may be approved by the 

relevant oversight group(s), taking into consideration 

competitive fencing population density, other regional and local 

qualifying and/or competitive opportunities, the number of 

appropriate bids received, and any additional factors deemed 

relevant, subject to limitations imposed by the Board of 

Directors. 

d) Super Youth Circuit 

(1) Ordinarily,  at least one SYC Tournament may be 

approved for hosts in each Region. 

(2) If fewer acceptable bids are received than would 

ordinarily be allocated to a given Region, the Youth 

Development Committee will first give unsuccessful prospective 

hosts from that Region the opportunity to amend their bids to 

address any deficiencies noted.  If, after considering the 

amended bids, there are still fewer acceptable bids, the YDC 

may accept bids from a neighboring region, taking geographic 

considerations into account where possible. 

(3) Additional SYC Tournaments may be recommended by 

relevant oversight group(s), taking into consideration youth 

fencing population density in each region, other regional and 

local competitive opportunities, the number of adequate bids 

received, and any additional factors deemed relevant by the 

YDC, subject to limitations imposed by the Board of Directors. 

4. TOURNAMENT.  A tournament is defined as a group of events; usually 

Men’s and Women’s events; foil, epee and sabre events.  Further details of 

specific regional tournament requirements are contained in the applicable 

Tournament Guidelines. 

a) Self-supporting.  Each tournament shall be self-sufficient; that is, 

the host is responsible for payment of all expenses incurred as a result of 

operation of the tournament and USA Fencing assumes no liability for 

any such expenses.  Hosts should set forth clear, stated policies regarding 

the availability of refunds for registered fencers who withdraw or 

otherwise fail to attend the tournament. 

b) Rules and regulations.  All USA Fencing rules and tournament 

regulations shall be followed, particularly those regarding age group 

eligibility, classification restrictions, attire, Safe Sport and membership. 
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c) Announcement.  All pertinent tournament information shall be 

posted on the USA Fencing website (www.usfencing.com) and on 

www.askfred.net as soon as possible but generally not later than 60 days 

prior to the tournament date to allow fencers to make appropriate travel 

and hotel accommodations. 

d) Insurance.  The facility at which the competition is held shall 

have proper liability insurance coverage for the duration of the 

tournament.  Third party liability insurance may be obtained through 

USA Fencing.   

e) Format.  The format for all ROC, RJCC, RYC and SYC events 

is one round of pools with 100% of the fencers promoted to a direct 

elimination table. No mixing of genders or age groups is allowed, with 

the exception of RYC events with less than 5 fencers (not required/ 

decision is at the discretion of the organizer).  For more information on 

the RYC exception, refer to the RYC Guidelines Manual. Appropriate 

direct elimination formats are outlined in the Operations Manual and 

Athletes Handbook. 

f) Tournament Software. Fencing Time is highly recommended as 

the software for these tournaments.  Any software used must be capable 

of interfacing with www.askfred.net to run the tournament.  The Bout 

Committee should be experienced with the chosen software.  Tracking of 

referees is mandatory. Organizers are encouraged to provide live result 

updates for their tournament. 

g) Awards.  Awards shall be presented to the top eight in each event 

(in events with a starting field of 10 or more), or top three (in events with 

a starting field fewer than 10). They may be medals, plaques, gifts, t-

shirts or other tasteful gifts.  

h) Tournament Equipment.  Grounded pistes and scoring machines 

incorporating time and score are recommended, where possible.  For 

ROC and RJCC tournaments, sufficient grounded pistes to conduct a 

final from the 8 of any event are required. For SYC tournaments a 

minimum of 8 grounded strips is required.   For RYC tournaments, a 

minimum of 1 grounded strip is required, although more are preferable.  

For combined tournaments, the organizer is to adhere to the higher 

grounded piste requirement. 

i) Athlete’s Equipment.  Inspections of masks, gloves and 

conductive equipment constituting the fencer’s clothing (including cords) 

shall be conducted by competent personnel in accordance with national 

standards. The maximum blade length permitted for Y10 competitions is 

32.5 inches. This requirement must be strictly enforced 

http://www.usfencing.org/
http://www.askfred.net/
http://www.askfred.net/
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5. COMPETITION DATES: 

a) ROC, RJCC, RYC and SYC tournaments shall be held between 

August 1, 2016 and May 7, 2017.   

b) As a matter of policy, no bid shall be approved for any crossover 

tournament to be conducted in competition with any National tournament 

conducted by USA Fencing, including North American Cups (NACs) 

and Junior Olympic Championships.  Any international tournament 

designated for inclusion in national point standings for team selection or 

other purposes is specifically excluded from this definition.    

c) Due to the limited number of weekends possible, more than one 

ROC/RJCC/RYC/SYC tournament may, on the recommendation of the 

relevant oversight group(s), be scheduled for the same weekend, so long 

as such overlap will be in different (preferably noncontiguous) regions.   

d) Potential hosts interested in consideration for ROC, RJCC, RYC 

and SYC tournaments should consult the USA Fencing calendar at 

www.usfencing.com for information on potentially conflicting dates 

during the Season.  

 

http://www.usfencing.com/
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6. BID APPLICATION and FEE.  

a) ROC, RJCC and SYC tournament bids must be accompanied by 

the required $100 application fee, paid described during the bid process. 

https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/bc94dF23907PMGDZld6R  

A tournament organizer may submit bids for separate ROC, RJCC and 

SYC tournaments, and must pay a separate application fee. Any bid 

submission requesting to combine an SYC tournament with a 

Regional Junior Circuit (RJC) or ROC tournament will not be 

approved. 

b) RYC tournament bids must be accompanied by the required $20 

application fee, paid described during the bid process. 

https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/8A77ltBdYVhZquj5igm62  

c) Organizers bidding for an RYC combined with and ROC or RJCC 

must submit their bid using the ROC/RJCC application form and remit the 

$100 application fee. 

https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/bc94dF23907PMGDZld6R  

7. PROGRAM SUPPORT FEE AND RESULTS CERTIFICATION.  

Effective October 1, 2008, all tournaments designated as Regional Open Circuit 

(ROC), Regional Junior Cadet Circuit (RJCC) or Super Youth Circuit (SYC) 

tournaments are required to remit a Program Support Fee of $5.00 per individual 

registrant to the USA Fencing National Office. All tournaments designated as 

Regional Youth Circuit (RYC) tournaments are required to remit a Program 

Support Fee of $2.00 per individual registrant to the USA Fencing National 

Office.  

For ROC/RJCC/RYC/SYC the Program Support Fee remittance includes unique 

registrants in ALL events, counting any non-ROC/RJCC/RYC/SYC events 

approved to run in conjunction with the awarded event(s).  These payments are 

due at the time the results of the competitions are sent to the USA Fencing 

National Office.  The tournament organizers are required to electronically submit 

the appropriate Results Form, Classification Change Form, Event Officials Form, 

any Membership forms and final Program Support Fees to USA Fencing within 

72 hours of the conclusion of fencing.    ROC/RJCC/RYC/SYC results will not 

be processed for qualification, point standings, or classification changes until the 

Program Support Fee and all required paperwork is received.  If all required 

documentation and payment are not received within 72 hours, the 

ROC/RJCC/RYC/SYC tournament organizer will receive a documented warning 

and the breach in the bid contract agreement will be reported to the relevant 

oversight group where it will be included in the factors under consideration when 

reviewing future bids submitted by the organizer. 

https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/bc94dF23907PMGDZld6R
https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/8A77ltBdYVhZquj5igm62
https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/bc94dF23907PMGDZld6R
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Program Support Fees are critical to funding the recognition initiatives related to 

Regional Tournaments.  This includes: the Regional Patch and Club Banner 

recognition program for youth, Cadet and Junior Fencers, traveling banners for 

regional organizers and E-blasts for all regional tournament organizers. 

They also assist in funding the significant support from staff which is required to 

manage the regional system.  This includes (but is not limited to): developing and 

managing the overall regional calendar schedule, processing all required 

tournament reports and payment, organizer outreach and support, replying to 

emails and phone calls from all aspects of the membership in relation to regional 

tournaments, confirming memberships and creating new profiles as needed, 

collaborating with Railstation to ensure regional (ROC, RJCC, RYC) and 

national (SYC) points are accurately updated in a timely manner, continued work 

to streamline a user friendly system for the membership concerning regional 

qualification and rankings, developing and revising all pertinent support 

documents (Guidelines, Bid packets, Supporting Documents), collaborating with 

various oversight groups throughout the season, providing oversight and support 

for Regional Coordinators, outreach, support and guidance to underserved 

regions. 

8. SANCTIONING. USA Fencing through the Tournament Committee, 

Youth Development Committee and National Office sanctions ROC, RJCC, 

RYC and SYC tournaments, respectively. This sanctioning extends to additional 

non-ROC, -RJCC, -RYC or -SYC events conducted as part of the same overall 

tournament, contingent upon their inclusion in the original bid packet submission 

and subject to recommendation by the relevant selection committee(s). No 

additional events shall be sanctioned by USA Fencing or any of its component 

Divisions held in conjunction with an ROC, RJCC, RYC or SYC that have not 

been approved as part of the original bid and oversight process.  Provisional 

sanction shall be granted when the tournament is selected.  Sanction is contingent 

upon conduct of the tournament in accord with USA Fencing rules and 

requirements and on final payment of the Program Support Fee and submission 

of any official tournament reports required by USA Fencing.  Deviation from the 

published information about the sanctioned competitions, either in manner of 

operation, splitting or combining to increase the number of classifications to be 

earned, or by failure to submit all required documentation and/or the Program 

Support Fee within 72 hours of the conclusion of the tournament constitutes basis 

for withdrawal of the sanction and may result in the denial of classifications and 

qualifications earned at that ROC, RJCC, RYC or SYC.  Failure to abide by or 

enforce adopted rules and procedures of USA Fencing (including resolutions of 

the Board of Directors, the USA Fencing Rules, the USA Fencing Operations 

Manual, etc.) with regard to the tournament operation may likewise be basis for 

withdrawal of the sanction and denial of classifications and qualifications earned 

at the ROC, RJCC, RYC or SYC.  Withdrawal of sanction does not release the 

host from any financial responsibilities. 
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9. REGISTRATION/ENTRY FEES.  

a) RYC tournaments shall follow the approved entry fee schedule*: 

(1) The Registration fee shall be a maximum of $30 for each 

tournament entered (inclusive of the Program Support FEE); 

(2) The Entry fee shall be a maximum of $25 for each event 

entered. 

* In exceptional circumstances, organizers may request an exemption 

from the standard fee amounts if budgetary limitations are substantiated. 

Costs such as high venue rental fees and staff travel/housing are 

examples which would warrant such a request. This request must be 

made with the submission of the original online bid form. Organizers 

must indicate that they do not wish to follow the standard and provide 

substantiation for this request in the Request for Exemption window 

provided.  The relevant oversight group may ask for more information 

when considering the request. (New 2016-2017) 

(3) RYC Late Entry Policy Late entry fees are to be set at 

the discretion of the organizer, but must not exceed a triple fee 

amount and can be no more stringent than the National Office 

policy. 

(4) The foregoing fees and policies apply to RYC events 

only.  Tournament organizers conducting additional events (with 

the approval of the Regional Coordinator and National Office) 

may set event fees and late fees, if any, at whatever rates they 

deem reasonable (unless otherwise specified as ROC or RJCC 

additions), so long as those fees and policies are clearly set forth 

an all materials and on all websites for the tournament, and are 

disclosed to the RC and NO at the time of requested approval of 

inclusion of these non-RYC events.  Organizers are responsible 

to remit the Program Support Fee of $2.00 per unique individual 

registrant to the USA Fencing National Office for non-RYC 

events as well.  

If additional events held are any combination of an ROC or 

RJCC, and a fencer competes in both the RYC and the 

ROC/RJCC, than the organizer is responsible for both the $2 and 

the $5 per individual registrant fee for that athlete.   

 

b) ROC, RJCC and SYC tournaments shall follow the approved 

registration/entry fee schedule**:  
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(1) The Registration fee shall be a maximum of $30 for each 

tournament entered (inclusive of the Program Support FEE); 

(2) The Entry fee shall be a maximum of $40 for each event 

entered; 

** In exceptional circumstances, organizers may request an exemption 

from the standard fee if budgetary limitations are substantiated. Costs 

such as high venue rental fees and staff travel/housing are examples 

which would warrant such a request. This request must be made with the 

submission of the original online bid form. Organizers must indicate that 

they do not wish to follow the standard and provide substantiation for 

this request in the Request for Exemption window provided.  The 

relevant oversight group may ask for more information when considering 

the request. (New 2016-2017) 

(3) SYC Late Entry Policy: Within 4 weeks and up to 3 

calendar days preceeding the close of registration of the first 

event scheduled, the specified Registration and Entry fees may 

be tripled.  Registration within 72 hours preceeding the close of 

registration for the first event scheduled, is subject to an 

additional $200 charge on top of the normal late (triple) entry 

fee. The late entry policy must be clearly stated in all materials 

and on all websites for each SYC. 

(4) ROC/RJCC Late Entry Policy: Late entry fees are to be 

set at the discretion of the organizer, but must not exceed a triple 

fee amount and can be no more stringent than the National 

Office policy. 

(5) Program Support Fees: The foregoing fees and policies 

apply to ROC, RJCC and SYC events only.  Tournament 

organizers conducting additional non-regional events (with the 

approval of the relevant oversight group(s)) may set event fees 

and late fees, if any, at whatever rates they deem reasonable, so 

long as those fees and policies are clearly set forth an all 

materials and on all websites for the tournament, and are 

disclosed to the relevant oversight group(s) at the time of 

requested approval of inclusion of these non-regional tournament 

events.  Organizers are responsible to remit the Program Support 

Fee of $5.00 per unique individual registrant to the USA Fencing 

National Office for non-regional events as well.  (If additional 

events are part of an RYC, then the $2 per registrant fee 

applies.) 
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10. REFUND POLICIES. 

All tournament organizers shall set forth in their bid a detailed refund policy that 

cannot be more stringent than the policy used by the National Office for NACs 

and Championship events in the event of an individual’s cancellation of 

registration, which shall subsequently be prominently featured along with the 

registration, event, and late fees in any materials or on any websites publicizing 

approved ROC, RJCC, RYC and SYCs.  Such policy shall clearly set forth the 

conditions under which a tournament organizer may retain all or part of an 

individual competitor’s registration, entry, and/or late fees; in the absence of any 

such policy, it shall be presumed that an individual competitor cancelling 

registration will be entitled to a complete and total refund of all monies paid.   

Tournament organizers cancelling an ROC, RJCC, RYC or SYC shall refund all 

monies paid by registered tournament entrants, including fees associated with 

non-ROC, non-RJCC, non-RYC or non–SYC events.  Tournament organizers 

cancelling an ROC, RJCC, RYC or SYC, particularly when such cancellation is 

made unreasonably and/or on short notice, may additionally be held responsible 

for reimbursement of expenses incurred by tournament entrants, and organizers 

are strongly encourged to maintain general business liability insurance to provide 

for such an eventuality.  In no event will USA Fencing be held responsible for 

the refund or reimbursement of any such fees or expenses, and by bidding, 

tournament organizers agree to hold USA Fencing harmless and to indemnify 

USA Fencing against any claims made by tournament entrants as a result of the 

cancellation of a tournament or as a result of the withdrawal of sanction by USA 

Fencing as elsewhere provided in this bid packet. 

11. PUBLIC RELATIONS 

ROC, RJCC, RYC and SYC tournaments should be well publicized and 

marketed to the local media and regional fencing population. Copies of any 

publicity concerning the tournament should be sent to the USA Fencing National 

Office. Assistance may be obtained from the US Fencing National Office and 

various USA Fencing Committees concerning publicity and marketing. The 

National Office will provide a single, free of charge email blast to the USA 

Fencing Membership at the request of the organizers of all ROC, RJCC, RYC 

and SYC tournaments as well as traveling banners to be used upon request of 

organizers. USA Fencing has several documents that can provide information for 

viewers, especially those new to fencing. 
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II. APPLICATION PROCESS 

Tournament organizers interested in ROC, RJCC, RYC or SYC designation should complete the 

Online Application and submit it electronically 

https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/bc94dF23907PMGDZld6R (for ROC, RJCC or SYC), 

https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/8A77ltBdYVhZquj5igm62 (for RYC) along with the 

application fee not later than March 15, 2016. Applications received after that date and/or 

without the bid fee shall not be considered except in the most extraordinary circumstances. 

Completed applications will include the following 

 Completed Online Application Bid Form and Application Fee 

 Venue Owner’s Certification 

 Copy of letter of notification of application directed to USA Fencing Division 

where and when tournament will be hosted 

 Proposed Tournament Schedule including ALL events to be held (Organizers 

requesting additional non-regional events or combined regional events must 

include a complete strip management plan with projected numbers per event to 

illustrate their capability to handle the scope of the tournament without any 

compromise in the required delivery of services.  Organizers may also be asked 

to provide other information by request of the relevant oversight group(s)).    

 Hotel Worksheet 

 Diagram of Facility 

 Letters of Intent from BC Chair and Head Referee 

 No more than 2 additional pages (including pictures) of venue information 

 No more than 2 pages of information regarding host city 

 

Please do not submit 

 Letters of recommendation from past tournament participants 

 Detailed lists of referees 

 

 

https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/bc94dF23907PMGDZld6R
https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/8A77ltBdYVhZquj5igm62
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III. APPLICATION EVALUATION CRITERIA 

This section includes all the items that will help secure a successful bid.  However, it is 

not mandatory that all this information be secured by the bid submission date.  No 

tournament will perfectly meet all these criteria and depending on the size and scope of 

the tournament logistics will vary. Long-established tournaments may have developed 

successful procedures that vary somewhat in their details, but in general, the closer 

tournament organizers adhere to these criteria, the more likely their application will be 

successful. Refer to the applicable Guideline(s) Manual(s) for more information. 

 LOCATION CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Ease of access to the host city by air, rail, and/or auto; 

2. Transportation is easily accessible to/from the airport, host hotel and 

venue; 

3. Access to accommodations at a variety of price points in proximity of the 

competition venue; 

B. VENUE CONSIDERATIONS 

The fencing venue is a most important element in hosting a successful 

tournament. It should be available at minimum one hour prior to the close of 

registration of the first event until one hour after the last event concludes each 

day of the tournament. It should be clean, well maintained, and possess the 

following minimal characteristics for consideration.  Tournaments substantially 

exceeding these requirements may receive substantial preference in consideration 

for the award of a tournament. 

Interested bidders may contact Christine Simmons (c.simmons@usfencing.org) 

for guidance in negotiating venue contract agreements. 

The following are minimums required for consideration: 

 Ceiling height sufficient to permit safe and unobstructed fencing;  

 A level, unobstructed floor of a composition that will accommodate 

placement of grounded metal pistes (carpet, composite, etc. to which mesh 

pistes may be taped or on which plate pistes may be placed), or (in the event 

ungrounded, tape pistes are to be utilized) of such composition as will 

accommodate the durable placement of piste marking and which forms a 

suitable surface for competitive activity that minimizes risk of injury to the 

athletes (i.e., is smooth and allows for the execution of normal fencing 

movements without having either excessive friction with fencing footwear 

nor excessive slickness); 

mailto:c.simmons@usfencing.org
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 Sufficient space to accommodate the anticipated the number of regulation 

size pistes to support the expected number of competitors and their 

equipment, tournament officials, and spectators safely and comfortably, 

particularly taking into consideration the clearance requirements around 

pistes, and keeping in mind (especially for RYC and SYCs) that fencers are 

frequently accompanied by a number of individuals, including parents, 

siblings, grandparents, coaches, etc.; 

 For ROC/RJCC tournaments: A minimum of 4 grounded metal pistes to 

accommodate an event final from the round of 8 fencers.  Note that this is a 

minimum to receive consideration; organizers seeking a combination-

category ROC/RJCC (e.g., Div I-A & Veteran; Div I-A & Junior) will likely 

need to provide additional grounded pistes to accommodate multiple event 

finals occurring at the same time.  Grounded strips should, to the extent 

possible, be located contiguously within the venue. 

 For SYC tournaments: A minimum of 8 grounded metal pistes to 

accommodate two simultaneous event finals from the round of 8 fencers; 

 For RYC tournaments: A minimum of 1 grounded metal piste to 

accommodate a highlighted final bout is required.  More than 1 grounded 

piste is preferred. 

 Sufficient and even lighting throughout the venue to permit not only safe 

competition, but also to facilitate accurate officiating of the tournament; 

 A readily available source of drinking water and an ample number of 

restrooms  

 Readily accessible food options, including concessions within the 

competition venue open throughout the competition (including “athlete-

friendly” foods – fruit, energy bars, bagels, water, sports drinks, etc) 

 Adequate heating, ventilation, and cooling (HVAC) facilities to maintain 

temperature in the competition hall between 65° and 75° F, and absent 

extraordinary climactic factors; 

 Designated area(s) for the Bout Committee and Head Referee centrally 

located with all strips visible, and equipped with sufficient tables, chairs, and 

electrical outlets for computers and printers used to run the tournament; 

 Area(s) on or near the fencing floor for armory, registration, officials lounge, 

trainer, and vendor booths, along with one or more designated and easily 

accessible area(s) for posting pools, DE tables, and results; 

 Spectator area and athlete equipment storage.  
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 Adequate parking and easy access to transportation to/from the host hotel(s). 

 

Additional items which will result in a bid receiving preferential consideration: 

 A strong record of quality events hosted by the bidding organization; 

 A strong volunteer base affiliated with the host club and community from 

which to draw on for leadership and non-technical labor; 

 Excellent access to transportation facilities, particularly proximity to air 

transportation, especially including cities with easy access to a hub airport; 

 Restaurants within walking distance of the competition venue; 

 A piste with spectator seating area set apart from the preliminary pistes to 

highlight semi-final and gold medal bouts; 

 Video replay available for one or more strips; 

 Live Results available online 

 Officials lounge or area for eating and holding meetings; 

 A stage or raised platform for Bout Committee with internet access and 

public address system; 

 Vendor arrangements, including provision of capability for competitors to 

purchase equipment at the venue to replace nonconforming equipment; 

 Local activities and cultural events available or held in conjunction with the 

tournament that can provide participants with entertainment options in 

addition to the fencing competition; 

 Discounted meal packages or coupons at the hotel during the event for 

participants. 

 Complimentary breakfast (at the hotel or the venue) for Officials. 

 Commitment to contact local media for coverage of the event. 

 Fee considerations as part of the evaluation. 

C. PERSONNEL CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Bout Committee: The bout committee chair should be an individual 

with demonstrated experience in the administration of large, complex 

tournaments, and preferably should be familiar with and/or have participated as a 

member of the bout committee staff of a North American Cup or other national-
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level tournament. All bout committee staff should be familiar with the software, 

tournament formats, and procedures. Contact the TC at tc@usfencing.org for 

assistance in identifying qualified staff as needed. 

2. Head Referee/Referee Assigner: The Head Referee should be a 

member of the USA Fencing Officials Commission (FOC), or a certified referee 

instructor or examiner, or a trained referee assigner as designated by the FOC.  

The Head Referee should be an individual dedicated to the task of referee 

assignment and oversight, with no additional tournament duties (such as 

refereeing or bout committee duties).  Names of members of the FOC and of 

Regional Referee Observer (RRO) may be found on the FOC’s website, 

www.fencingofficials.org.  Contact Mary Mahon at meldarius@aol.com prior to 

bid submission for assistance in identifying qualifying staff. 

3. Referee Cadre: At ROC, RJCC, RYC and SYC events, all members of 

the referee cadre shall be rated by the USA Fencing Officials Commission 

Referees Commission or the FIE. In the direct elimination rounds of 16 and 

above, only referees with level 7 rating or above should be used, with preference 

given for referees with level 5 rating or above for the semifinals and final bouts.  

The exceptions to this are a referee who is being officially observed for a higher 

rating by persons authorized to confer ratings or at the discretion of the head 

referee.  

a) Referees who are Minors: Organizers employing referees under 

the age of 18 must complete the following forms required by USA 

Fencing prior to the start of the tournament and have them readily 

accessible. 

(1) Minor Officials Medical Treatment Authorization 

and Consent: required for all Minor Officials 

(2) Travel Authorization for Minor Officials and Travel 

Policy for Officials:  both forms required for minors who are 

staying overnight as part of the tournament staff. 

4. Armorers: At least two experienced armorers available to supervise 

venue setup and maintenance, equipment checks (including mask punch test), 

and teardown. Tournaments in less populated regions may request only one 

armorer on staff.  Many tournaments will require more.  Armorers website: 

www.armory.usfencing.org  

5. Medical: A developed emergency protocol that includes directions or 

maps to local hospitals and pharmacies should be on site for tournament staff.  

An experienced athletic trainer or knowledgeable person, equipped with 

appropriate medical supplies including tape and ice, is required on site during all 

hours of competition. Access to ice is mandatory. 

mailto:tc@usfencing.org
mailto:meldarius@aol.com
http://www.armory.usfencing.org/
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6. Observer.  In addition to the above personnel recommendations and/or 

requirements, each ROC, RJCC, RYC and SYC tournament may have an 

individual present who will act as an observer on behalf of the relevant 

committee to ensure compliance with the program requirements.  The observer 

must be either a member of the TC, YDC, NO, the RC or an individual who the 

relevant oversight group(s) agrees to accept as the designated observer and who 

agrees to report regarding compliance with the guidelines contained herein and 

the bid submitted.  

7. Safe Sport Compliance.  All Affiliate and Member Club employees, 

independent contractors and volunteers over the age of 18 must be USA Fencing 

Professional Members prior to such employees, independent contractors, and 

volunteers having access to youth participants. Under the policy, USA Fencing 

will not authorize or sanction any employee or volunteer who has routine access 

to children unless that person consents to be screened and passes a criminal 

background screen conducted by USA Fencing through the Professional 

Membership program. 

The following persons must complete the background screen process: (1) All 

USA Fencing directors, staff members, division officers, committee/task force 

members and national team 5 staff. (2) Officials and volunteers at all USA 

Fencing sanctioned events that have direct access to minors participating in such 

events. This includes persons who interact directly and frequently with athletes as 

part of their duties, e.g., event administrators, referees, bout committee members, 

armorers. It does not include volunteers who have incidental interaction with 

athletes, e.g., at registration or lost and found booths. (3) All affiliate and 

member club coaches, independent contractors, owners, board of directors 

members and administrators.  

Foreign officials who have Global Entry, NEXUS, SENTRI or an equivalent 

status will not need to submit additional information if appropriate 

documentation is on file at the National Office 

D. SCORING AND EVALUATION  

Regional Tournament selection is a competitive process.  Based on the number of 

bids in a given region, all bids found to be viable may not be awarded.   

The YDC(SYCs)  TC (ROCs) or RC ( non-combined RYC/RJCCs) will score 

each bid using the attached rubric, http://www.usfencing.org/page/show/780402-

usa-fencing-regional-bid-packet and rank each bid in comparison with others in 

the same region (independently of dates and other conflicts). Participant Survey 

Results for Tournaments which have been approved in prior seasons are also part 

of the comparison process between tournaments in the same region. Members of 

the committees who are bidding or systematically involved in the organization 

and administration of a bidding tournament, or who serve as an employee, 

http://www.usfencing.org/page/show/780402-usa-fencing-regional-bid-packet
http://www.usfencing.org/page/show/780402-usa-fencing-regional-bid-packet
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contractor, director or equivalent position of the ultimate beneficiary of the 

tournament proceeds, be a member of an organization bidding or be an 

immediate family member of such a person shall recuse themselves from 

submitting scores with respect to bids in their region (serving as a Referee, Head 

Referee, Bout Committee Official at a bidding tournament or being merely 

geographically associated with a bidding tournament shall not be grounds for 

recusal). The committees may request modifications to bids before completing 

their evaluation. Once the YDC, TC and/or RC have completed their evaluations 

and recommendations, they will pass those along to the Regional Manger at the 

National Office. 

The Regional Manager will empanel at least three disinterested persons and make 

a final determination on the award of bids in order to construct a master schedule, 

taking into consideration the strength rankings, date conflicts, geographical 

balancing, equitable distribution between qualified organizers in a region and 

appropriate fencing population density balancing.  The NO may request date or 

other modifications of bids before approval. Tournament organizers will be 

notified via email if their bid was accepted/declined and the calendar will be 

posted online at www.usfencing.com 

 

www.usfencing.org

